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Abstract

This paper is an appraisal of a previous project and literature review of material relevant to youth singing during the covid pandemic.
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Abstract

Boys Keep Singing was an initiative released in 2008 to widen young male participation in the National Youth Choirs of Great Britain through improving choral and vocal education in schools and regional choirs. It received significant research council funding through demonstration of long-standing and persistent inequality. Significantly more girls than boys sang in choirs and those boys that did sing came disproportionately from independent, fee-charging schools. The covid-19 pandemic of 2020 has seriously disrupted choral education, placing it on hold in many locations. However, it rings hollow to raise any alarm about a generation of boy singers “lost” to choirs since the majority did not participate in any case before the pandemic. Of greater concern are issues of rising social inequality and the emergence of a “digital divide” in access to remote learning. Boys’ participation in choral singing is but one small indicator of this. Drawing upon what is known about adolescence and vocal identity, the paper considers possible consequences for choral singing. It concludes that if lost ground is to be regained, renewed efforts at remote knowledge transfer should be directed at rising generations of teachers. Boys’ needs are for the direct support of those teachers.
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Introduction

On the 23rd March 2019, the government of the United Kingdom, in keeping with other governments across the world, announced a complete national lockdown in response to the exponential rise in hospitalisation and death from the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus. Little or no immunity in populations and no known cure were justifications for actions that were to have historic consequences. An immediate result was the cessation of all choral singing in the UK and most of the rest of the world. I wrote not long after that it was necessary to go back to the English civil war to find a comparable silencing of choirs. Choral singing, for example, continued throughout the First and Second World Wars. Only between the years 1652 and
1660 were choirs silenced by political diktat (Ashley 2020a) when “rude boys”¹ (former choristers) ran rampant, “breaking the Queen’s chapel” and stealing lead from the roof of Canterbury Cathedral amongst other acts of delinquency (Price, 2016).

Eight years provided ample time for the annihilation of an entire generation of boy choristers. Those aged eight and above in 1652 would all have lost their unchanged voices by 1660. Those aged below eight would have been infants or unborn at the onset of the civil war. Yet we read in the King’s Cambridge records that in 1660, ten new choristers were immediately elected and by 1666, the full number of sixteen was attained. Mould (2007) records similar success at Lincoln and several other cathedrals. The repopulation of choirs with boy choristers at the Restoration was evidently accomplished with less difficulty than phrases such as “annihilation of an entire generation” might imply. Of those that were “lost” in the interim, we know little other than the scant records alluded to above. Any impulse to refer to a “lost generation” is understandable but given that this term originated with the millions of young lives lost in the First World War (Winter, 1977), temptation to hyperbole might better be resisted.

Nevertheless, initial concern with how choirs might stay together during lockdown and how quickly they might return to ways of life that existed before the pandemic has been relentlessly eroded by a growing realisation that the duration of the 2020/21 pandemic and its after-effects may be measured in years rather than months, and that the “normal” that existed before 2020 may never return in entirety. At the time of writing, it is too early to evaluate this possibility, but the prospect of at least one long winter with little or none of the activity promoted by the Boys Keep Singing Project (Ashley et al, 2009) provides the opportunity to re-evaluate that project and prepare for the situation that will be faced by the choral world when some form of post-pandemic equilibrium is achieved.

Origins in inequality

The Boys Keep Singing Project (ibid) received significant research council funding at a time when a UK government, more sympathetic than the present one, was receptive to advocacy for school singing. A persistent, apparently ineradicable gender imbalance in choral singing that crosses international boundaries had long been recognised (Koza, 1992; Harrison, 2007; Hall, 2015: Franklin, 2019) and the case for a project to involve more boys was easy to make. The National Youth Choirs of Great Britain (NYCGB) were keen to be involved and had already begun to address the issue through courses specifically for boys aged between about ten and fourteen that recognised how voices began to change during early adolescence. Review of the then NYCGB demographic soon confirmed another fundamental inequality - that of income, social class and cultural capital. Boys from fee-charging independent schools (often supported by private singing coaching) were disproportionately represented in relation to boys from publicly funded maintained schools (Brewer, 2007).

¹ “Rude” here is used as in the seventeenth century, being a synonym for uncouth, boorish, insolent. See Thurley, (2002)
Accordingly, the title *Widening Young Male Participation in Chorus* was chosen specifically to reflect the intention to make NYCGB more accessible to children from diverse backgrounds. Funding was awarded at almost the same time (2008) as a £10m investment by the then Department of Education and Skills (DES) in a National Singing Programme for Primary Schools, known as Sing-Up. An allocation was awarded from the Sing-Up programme to support the present author in working with the Chorister Outreach Programme (COP) established by the Choir Schools Association, an extension of work pioneered by Truro Cathedral. Evaluation of the Bristol Cathedral COP, known as *Bristol Voices*, confirmed and did much to explain the gender imbalance in favour of girls. It also revealed the extent to which a deeply ingrained inequality in opportunities for boys existed between maintained and independent schools across the region of Bristol and Avon (Ashley, 2007).

Later evaluation of the Boys Keep Singing Project (AHRC, 2014) revealed progress that was patchy and fragile. Success and good practice derived from Boys Keep Singing was cited and advocated in the National Music Plan (DCMS, 2011) but the evaluation for AHRC revealed important subtleties and nuances glossed over in the National Plan. A paper published in 2013 demonstrated the paradox that engagement with the underpinning seminal research of Irvine Cooper (originator of the cambiata concept of changing voices) was low in both independent and maintained schools, but for different reasons (Ashley, 2013). In the former, adherents of longstanding traditional approaches to male singing saw little reason to change practices. In the latter, it was more likely to be the case that there was no singing at all, with very little by boys even when there was (OFSTED, 2012).

It was as long ago as 1962 that Irvine Cooper toured the UK and found himself in disagreement with a then prevailing view amongst “public school masters” and cathedral organists who declared the voice to be ‘useless’ from the time it ‘broke’ to maturation in the early 20s. He was also distressed by what he found in the state-maintained schools – widespread ignorance of boys’ voices, either no singing at all or a range of inappropriate vocal practices and a complete lack of any systematic training to address the problem. This situation has improved marginally during the last two decades. The widely recognised work of Cooper’s student, the late John Cooksey (d2012) is better known in at least some of the independent schools and cathedrals. The work of knowledgeable vocal coaches has made some impact where previously a jealously guarded domain of organists with little knowledge of singing held sway (Chapman, 1995). Similarly, there is a small but not entirely uninfluential number of state-school teachers knowledgeable in the management of young adolescent voices, some at least trained by the Boys Keep Singing project. Fundamentally, however, it rings hollow to raise any alarm about a generation of boy singers “lost” through the pandemic since the majority did not sing in any case before the pandemic. The situation in the decade leading up to the pandemic was well captured by OFSTED thus:

A secondary school head of music considered there was a strong culture of singing in the school, because the quality of singing in Year 7 lessons was good, there were some choirs and older students took part in an annual show. However, the repertoire of the Year 7 students was very limited. Singing
Old inequalities return

The risks to life and health from choral singing, together with associated mitigations, have been well-researched and extensively documented since the outbreak of the pandemic (Mürbe et al, 2020; Gregson et al, 2020 and others). The risks of not singing have received less attention. The Data Evaluation and Learning for Viral Epidemics (DELVE) group convened by the Royal Society produced a report entitled *Balancing the Risks of Children Returning to Schools* (Royal Society, 2020). It concluded that the risks of opening schools were heavily outweighed by the risks of keeping them closed and devoted some 29,300 words with 185 expert references to advocacy for the reopening of schools. Protracted closure of schools, it was argued, would result in three headline categories of risk:

- risks from loss of skills and increases in inequality
- risks to child and parent mental health
- risks from parents not being able to return to work.

After an initial summer-term lockdown culminating in a much-publicised government U-turn over public examinations, children have been back in school for almost a term at the time of writing. Whether the result of advocacy such as that of the DELVE group or a simple recognition that unschooled children and young people roaming the streets indefinitely was not a credible scenario, a way out of the “lives versus livelihoods” dilemma seems to have been found for the time being at least. That children are the lowest risk category for the SARS-CoV2 virus has undoubtedly helped. Schools are far from back to normal, however, and an old problem has returned. Not once, in the 29,300 words of the DELVE report, do the words “music” or “singing” occur.

The choral singing and school music communities must thus advocate for themselves, much as they did in pre-covid times (Ashley 2014: 28-31). Interpretation of the DELVE report for music, and for boys’ singing, might be part of that process. First on the list of DELVE’s concerns is the risk of loss in skills and increase in inequality. It seems inevitable that skills will suffer some decline in most if not all subjects, but the loss may be recoverable. The data on rising inequality make the more alarming reading. Citing a meta-analysis by the Education Endowment Foundation the authors of DELVE argue that school closures could be expected to widen the attainment gap between poor and non-poor families with a median impact of 36% (the range of this estimate is between 11% and 75%) by September 2020. Such rises in inequality have indeed subsequently happened and are widely reported (Xu and Blundell, 2020; Dorn, Hancock et al 2020, OFSTED, 2020 and many others). Although many of these rising inequalities are readily understood in terms of disadvantages to women and disadvantages to poorer children with limited access to on-line learning, it falls on studies
such as the present one to investigate rising inequality in “peripheral” or “frill” areas such as music education and choral singing.

A report for the Incorporated Society of Musicians (Underhill, 2020), as might have been anticipated, provides evidence than the decline in music provision relative to other subjects has been rapid during the pandemic. The statistics cited in the report support the argument that inequality between subjects has increased. Music has fared particularly badly relative to most other subjects, but, as the report stresses, was in a poor place before the pandemic. The quantity and quality of music education, whilst never universally good in the maintained sector, has been in decline since the round of initiatives promoted by the New Labour government between 1997 and 2010 came to end. On inequality within the subject, the report has little to say. There is no analysis by criteria that might be indicative, and little acknowledgement that traditionally vulnerable areas of the subject, such as boys’ singing, may have fared worse than others. Boys’ singing is therefore in the unenviable position of having to advocate amongst the advocates.

Certainly, the situation in music and choral singing is not straightforward. Extensive evaluation of the Sing Up programme by Graham Welch and associates at the International Music Education Research Centre (iMerc) revealed that, though clear progress had been made by the Sing-Up programme, full equality between the genders was never achieved, with puzzling questions about developmental aspects of boys’ and girls’ musical learning being identified but not wholly answered. Significantly, the iMerc research also revealed important nuances relevant to poverty and social class. Identified as a “school factor” it was found that well-motivated and knowledgeable teachers working in poor neighbourhoods could achieve better results than teachers working in affluent areas that did not particularly value singing (Welch et al 2009). This mirrors the experience of both Boys Keep Singing and Bristol Voices. Skilled, committed teachers working in economically depressed areas were able to motivate young adolescent boys to sing where teachers in affluent schools either failed or were simply not interested (Ashley, 2007; 2013).

An abiding principle of BKS has been that teachers working in schools outside the cathedral system should be supported in their knowledge of how to provide for boys in singing during early adolescence (DCMS, 2011:44). However, inequality within the cathedral system itself has recently been noted by Leech (2020). Leech has been for some years associated with a highly regarded choral outreach programme in Leeds. He argues that equality of opportunity should be prioritised over artistic achievement on the grounds that the work of cathedrals should be directed at transforming lives. Crucially he backs his claim that this does not in the longer term come at the expense of artistic excellence, citing a lockdown performance of Taverner’s great motet Quemadmodum by young singers – black, brown, white – from across Leeds, educated at state schools and one of six choirs running at the cathedral.

---

2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GO5MFHGkM4s
Inequality and technology

The Leeds performance of *Quemadmodum* shows what can be done when young people, already well-supported musically and committed to singing, have access at home to relatively simple technology. However, the DELVE report is replete with publications citing the consequences for rising inequality that arise from the lack of access to either the technology itself or the reliable broadband connections needed (Andrew et al, 2020 and 29 other studies cited by EEF). The term “digital poverty” has been coined by the media to draw attention to the scale of the problem, both in the UK and in the United States (Coughlan, 2020; Romm, 2020). New academic studies of the phenomenon are beginning to emerge, for example, Holmes and Burgess (2020).

There is emerging evidence of a new digital divide in youth singing. At one end of the scale are highly polished, professionally produced performances such as that of Leonard Cohen’s *Hallelujah* by Roedean School, or the Bach motet *Letze Studne, brich herein* by the choristers of New College Oxford (see appendix). At the other end of the scale there appears, once again, to be no singing at all. Teachers’ inability to meet pupils outside their covid-secure year “bubbles” appears to have dealt a fatal blow to initiatives to interest boys who might be described as more uncertain singers, a category that is considered shortly. An example of what young people may be missing if their choirs do not embrace the new digital technologies is provided by the Ragazzi Boys Chorus of Northern California – situated in the heart of what has become known as “Silicon Valley”. The Ragazzi have pioneered technology such as Google Classroom, Soundtap, Noteflight and a newly developed software solution to the problem of latency in applications such as Zoom.

The Uncertain Boy Singer

The origins of the “Zoom choir” might be traced to Eric Whitacre’s celebrated “virtual choir”. Konewko (2012) has analysed the nature of participation and social capital associated with this initiative. Whether in Leeds or Silicon Valley, digital or “Zoom” choir initiatives have now arisen out of necessity and appear to have been successful with boys already possessing social capital in choral singing and confident in their identity. These are young people who readily articulate their love for singing together in choirs. The majority do not fall into this category. Considerable effort was expended in trying to understand this majority in the years leading up to the launch of Boys Keep Singing. The term “uncertain singer” is justified by the finding that many boys like to sing – but privately, most commonly in the bathroom or perhaps in the bedroom where their “dad cannot hear them” (Ashley, 2014: 15). Boys are no different to other humans in experiencing the urge to sing, but *fear of judgement*, exacerbated by popular TV talent shows, ranked highly amongst the causes of boys’ rejection of singing in public spaces. This raises important questions about the use of digital technology. Who will hear and judge what is committed to the mobile phone? What questions of trust arise?
Young adolescent boys from any background can struggle to find an identity and if what they are asked to do with their voices goes contrary to what they perceive as necessary in their quest for identity, they will not sing (Ashley, 2009: 133-136). A mobile phone recording of the voice is a powerful mirror. The boy who has not had the benefit of informed teaching or the support of a good choir may struggle to reconcile his perception of such an image with his understanding of how singing is judged and by whom.

“What works”

Some fifteen years after its inception, it is possible to see where the Boys Keep Singing project got some things right and some things wrong. Significant sums were spent commissioning a professional media company to develop materials with the brief that boys who did sing should communicate with boys who did not. The producers were specifically asked to avoid anything like a traditional “talking heads” documentary or choir recruitment film. The result, though highly polished in terms of media sophistication, nevertheless failed to break free of traditional documentary film making. The problem faced by a project funded as knowledge transfer was that it is not knowledge that boys need but experience. Knowledge itself is relatively easy to transfer – to adults. In service training could be and was organised for music teachers and conductors. New choirs successfully started up largely where teachers already committed to the principle that boys should sing needed only additional knowledge of male puberty and the changing physiology of boys’ voices during adolescence.

“What works” most of all for boys who may be sceptical or uncertain about singing is the legitimisation of the activity by other boys en masse. With the benefit of hindsight, though the project was right to recognise the importance of drawing boys into the company of other boys who sang together without apparent embarrassment or inhibition, it may be that the brief to the media company was an impossible one. It is tempting, now even more than in 2008, to look to the way media such as Youtube are used by young “influencers” but the age group involved (10 – 14) are probably too young to produce any such individual from their ranks, and were one to emerge he might be perceived as precocious or just “annoying”.

For most boys, the uncertain singers, no substitute for a teacher (or conductor) who is a strong, confident, committed, and knowledgeable leader has yet been found. A boy might commit his voice to a mobile phone if he knows he is in the company of other boys doing the same thing without apparent embarrassment or inhibition, but “Zoom choirs” will make little sense to a new generation of boys who have little or no experience of singing together. Technology might sustain the confident singer but has little to offer as a means of advocacy or evangelism for the uncertain singer. The implications for increasing inequality when head teachers are unable or unwilling to allow boys to come together to experiment with voices are all too plain to see.
Inequality and Health

Will this be a catastrophe? Those who believe that boys’ participation in choral singing is important will derive little comfort from the failure of major initiatives such as the Sutton Trust3 to act upon the assertion that music education has intrinsic value. The argument is admittedly a difficult one to make. Boys Keep Singing was conceived at a time when male violence, delinquency, mental health and under-achievement had been ongoing political concerns (Mills and Keddie 2007; Francis, 2006; Ashley and Lee, 2003), leading the present author to argue the case in terms of music being an essential component of a well-rounded masculinity (Ashley, 2008a; 2010a; 2016). If “rude boys” of the seventeenth century broke the Queen’s chapel and stole lead partly at least as the consequence of having no art through which to better themselves, then there is the thread of an argument that resonates with Mac an Ghaill’s “3Fs” characterisation of artless boys (“Fightin’ Fuckin’ n’ Football”, Mac an Ghaill, 2002). Art is at least shown to be a component of a better life, though a direct link in which choral singing of itself promotes health and wellbeing may be a step too far. Critical examination of the research literature reveals a less-certain picture.

Glew et al (2020) have recently undertaken a systematic integrative review of the literature addressing the effects of group singing on the wellbeing and psychosocial outcomes of children and young people. 634 records were retrieved by these authors’ searches, but these were reduced to just thirteen eligible papers by their rigorous selection criteria. Overall, they were unable to conclude that the case for wellbeing through group singing by children and young people was substantially proven. Their analysis found many weaknesses in the studies reviewed, even the thirteen making the final selection. This they found surprising given stronger cases for adult singing that have been established by recognised authors in the field such as Clift, Hancox and associates of Sydney de Haan Research Centre for Arts and Health4.

This is less surprising, however, when it is considered that the wellbeing issues for adults may not be the same as for boys. For example, amongst the benefits demonstrated by the Sydney de Haan centre were respite for acute respiratory illness, Parkinson’s disease, dementia, or most recently live music for care home residents (Skingley and Clerk, in press.) The prospects of demonstrating through methods such as randomised control trials that group singing improves the wellbeing of adolescent boys are very slender indeed. Effort might be better expended in understanding how the relationship between youth wellbeing and choral singing might withstand a setback such as the present pandemic. This requires consideration of a concept closely-linked to wellbeing, that of resilience.

3 The Sutton Trust has funded one music project, First Thing Music in the Tees Valley. The justification is for improved outcomes in literacy. “While arts education is important for its own sake, the EEF’s Arts Education literature review identified Kodály as an approach with some promise to also impact attainment outcomes, based on earlier studies.”
4 https://sidneydehaan.wordpress.com/
Resilience has been defined as “the process of, or capacity for, or outcome of successful adaptation despite challenging or threatening circumstances (Masten et al, 1990). Alva (1991) described *academically resilient* students as those who ‘sustain high levels of achievement motivation and performance despite the presence of stressful events and conditions that place them at risk of doing poorly in school and ultimately dropping out of school’ (Alva, 1991:19). The covid children, almost by definition, are going to need resilience for they are living a childhood of challenging circumstances. Resilience research looks for explanations concerning why some individuals collapse when confronted with relatively minor setbacks, yet others press on cheerfully in the face of such extreme hardships as war, famine, fire, flood or bereavement. As resilience research has matured, medical deficit models have been increasingly discarded in favour of empirical life-history models (Doll & Lyon, 1998; Howard & Johnson, 1999; Rhee et al, 2001; Ungar, 2008; Martin and Marsh, 2009).

Liebenberg (2020) has recently examined this strain of literature and concluded that the life-history approach is valid but that the interaction between personal assets and relational resources in challenging situations is still not adequately understood. The current situation confronting boys and choral singing perhaps affords another context in which to progress understanding. Influential in the formulation of Boys Keep Singing were papers published by the present author between 2002 and 2006 detailing in-depth ethnographic work with the eighteen boys of a major city centre church choir. One of these papers, published in 2002, was unable to demonstrate a direct link between singing and health but raised important questions about both resilience and equality of opportunity that need to be revisited at the present time (Ashley, 2002). Rhee et al (2001), synthesised three core principles common to resilient individuals from what they described as three decades of longitudinal life history research:

- Caring, supportive adult in the life of the child or adolescent
- Opportunities for initiative or involvement in meaningful activities
- High expectations for behaviour

Through their membership of the choir, the boys had good access to these. Clearly, there are many circumstances that would afford access to such a supportive socio-ecological context, said to be at least as an important—if not more important—determinant of resilience as individual variables (Tol et al, 2013: 456). It would be a council of despair to base singing advocacy on this alone. However, under present circumstances it is justifiable to ask what the effect might be of withdrawing the influence of a caring, supportive adult who held high expectations for behaviour in a meaningful activity. The relevance of the question lies in the fact that the boys had chosen the choir as their meaningful activity and devoted a significant portion of their lives to it. Moreover, those of them that attended state-maintained schools referred constantly to what they regarded as poor quality music provision and abysmal choral programmes in their schools, gaining a strong sense of identity through membership of a choir that made high demands of them that they were able to meet.
Perhaps of even greater significance was their recognition that there was a gender issue in choral music that their schools were failing to deal with. Accounts were given of how they negotiated a culture of singing being only for girls that led the author to investigate further the relationship between boys’ singing and resilience. Why were some boys able to resist peer pressure against singing when a majority could not? A seminar paper presented at the University of Queensland during a visiting professorial scholarship in 2012 summarised several publications (Ashley, 2008b; 2010a; 2010b; 2011) and asked the question “are girls more resilient than boys?” (Ashley, 2012). The question was justified by work undertaken after 2008 with a much larger sample of boys in schools across the UK, many of whom who were, as described above, “uncertain singers”. These data consistently showed boys dropping out of singing when confronted by setbacks in front of girls, or critical comments made by girls. The difference between these boys and the boys who remained in choirs where schools had stronger choral programmes could be summarised as:

- The support and encouragement of a gifted and committed teacher
- The company and solidarity of a significant number of other boys engaging in the same activity without embarrassment

It is not hard to see the threat to such conditions imposed by restrictions such as limits on numbers and confinement to “year bubbles” (assuming singing is allowed at all), or just the sheer scale of the task faced by school managements in maintaining “covid-secure” conditions. Lest they be forgotten, it is worth restating the five key factors common to the schools where gifted and committed teachers were found to be successful in engaging significant numbers of boys in singing. The references in parenthesis refer to the corroborating sources presented in the AHRC Impact Report where these five conditions are found:

1. A real commitment to boys’ participation in the arts, supported by the senior leadership team of a school or setting. (Refs a, f)
2. A willingness to organise school timetables to avoid, wherever possible, a clash between singing and sport. (Ref b)
3. A willingness to experiment with opportunities for boys to explore voices without the presence of girls, such as setting music classes by gender or the provision of parallel, single sex extra-curricular activities (Ref c).
4. Music teachers’ and choir conductors’ knowledge of and the ability to apply key research findings on the changes that happen to boys’ voices between the ages of 10 and 15. (Ref e)
5. A willingness to celebrate the achievements of boys who sing, for example through performing to primary school children as ambassadors for the school. (Ref b)

(AHRC Impact Case Study, 2014)

**Where do we go from here?**

The very nature of the pandemic has made the task for researchers very much harder. Quality access to schools, teachers and, most importantly, individual pupils has become for
understandable reasons all but impossible. Patience and a view that stretches beyond the immediate are going to be necessary. We must work from what we already know and plan for research that might be undertaken after the pandemic. It is unlikely that quality knowledge will result from hastily constructed or implemented surveys.

Whilst it is possible to see a threat to boys’ participation in choral singing, history also shows us a source of resilience. Choirs were re-established quickly at the 1660 Restoration because the knowledge and skills of musicians and clerks survived the eight years of the Commonwealth. The hope is that existing bases of knowledge and skill in teachers and conductors will have fewer than eight years to survive the present pandemic. It would be foolish, though, to neglect the welfare of these individuals in the interim. Their needs for recognition and support are pressing and they are clearly the most fundamental and indispensable of the resources needed to sustain any culture of boys’ singing. Neither should the process of knowledge transfer to a new generation of younger teachers be halted. Indeed, any issues of potential rising inequality need to be identified and incorporated in any recovery training plans. Are (less resilient) boys abandoning singing more rapidly than girls? There has been some anecdotal evidence to suggest that this might be so, in which case there is a need for investigation and supportable evidence. Will the fact that boys attending independent schools have been allowed to sing in cathedrals whilst boys attending state schools have been largely silenced have any lasting effect on already known inequality?

Questions such as these, however, appear trivial in relation to the issues raised by DELVE, or some of the studies that are now examining digital poverty and the widening gulf between the north and south of England (“levelling down”). Large scale studies such as the ESRC funded Co-SPACE (Cresswell, Waite et al, 2020) which aims to “support children, parents and adolescents during epidemics” are gathering important information. Data are now coming in from the schools inspectorate that confirm many of the fears of rising inequality and falling mental health (OFSTED, 2020). It is salutary that the NHS report Mental Health of Children and Young People in England, 2020 (Vizard, Sadler et al, 2020) employs the term “probable mental disorders” (my emphasis). Much of the information in that report is indirect and inferential, perhaps inevitably so given the timescales. Nevertheless, the need to investigate just how probable and what the true outcomes of the pandemic will be is obvious.

It falls to researchers such as the present author to ensure that the true outcomes of the pandemic for a small niche such as boys’ singing are not neglected. It has not passed unnoted by a researcher who has built his career principally on ethnography and patient, meaningful conversations with boys that the voice of the child appears relegated to an afterthought for Co-SPACE. Tellingly, that project informs parents that

We also interested in adolescents' views. If the child who you answer the survey about is aged between 11-17 years, when you get to the end of the survey there is an option for them to also take part.
An “option at the end of the survey” is unlikely to obtain information of the quality that informed Boys Keep Singing.

Conclusions

Three principal conclusions might be drawn from the foregoing discussion. First, there is a need for patience. Everybody, from the conductor who “has not stood in front a choir for six months” to the researcher who is denied access to schools and children is going to have to be patient and rebuild their lives after the pandemic. Second, those teachers who possess the knowledge, skill and commitment needed to organise singing for boys and motivate boys to participate are a rare and precious resource. Their work must not go unrecognised and their needs for support and sustenance must not go unmet.

Finally, the boys themselves. Perhaps those that were singing before the pandemic, even from outside the independent sector, were a relatively privileged or well-provided for minority. Nevertheless, the point has been raised that to thrive as resilient individuals, young people need discipline and the support of caring adults who provide meaningful activities. If a boy has chosen a choir as his principal or only means of access to meaningful activity, the loss of the discipline and care associated with it could hit hard. We owe it to the boys who sing to provide care, meaning and discipline in their lives for as long as a pandemic might silence their collective voices. Ways may need to be found of sustaining the care and meaning even during the darkest times when there is no singing. The year is not 1652.
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Appendix

Corroborating sources for AHRC Impact report


Examples of high quality virtual choral performances in well-resourced independent schools.

Roedean School


New College Oxford